The purpose of this study is to examine the strategies used in translating scientific terminology. It is an attempt to explore how scientific English terms are translated in the Arabic versions of two international magazines; namely, the famous Scientific American (Arabic Edition) Scientific translation is an important channel of knowledge dissemination; i.e. it is a means of seeking knowledge to fulfill scientific research needs. Translation of English scientific texts into Arabic is extremely scarce and is not keeping pace with global knowledge explosion. Scientific translation is an important step to acquire new technologies. The system of terminology in scientific language is not closed and constant in the age of globalization. It is in constant development as the new scientific disciplines emerge and develop.
Introduction

1.
Scientific translation is an important channel of knowledge dissemination; i.e. it is a means of seeking knowledge to fulfill scientific research needs. Translation of English scientific texts into Arabic is extremely scarce and is not keeping pace with global knowledge explosion. Scientific translation is an important step to acquire new technologies. The system of terminology in scientific language is not closed and constant in the age of globalization. It is in constant development as the new scientific disciplines emerge and develop.
Terminology is one of the problems that translators face in translating scientific English texts into Arabic. A good scientific translator should guarantee an accurate rendering of terminology. Actually, Arabic suffers a serious shortage of scientific terminology. Language purists argue that translators should find original Arabic terminology which is better than loanwords. Selection of an equivalent scientific term in the target language also complies with the requirement of precise transmitting of thoughts and ideas. Therefore, terminology must be carefully chosen in order to be unequivocal. Newmark (1988; 1991) suggests that the issue is a conflict of loyalty to the source language or the target language. His semantic translation method attempts to be close to the phonetic, morphological and lexical structure of the source. It is similar to Eugene Nida's formal equivalence. His communicative translation method, also, attempts to produce a similar effect on the target language. It resembles Nida's dynamic equivalence.
Significance and Scope of the Study 2.
The study focuses on the translation strategies of scientific terminology in Scientific American (Arabic Edition) and Nature (Arabic Edition) and the factors which play a role in the choice of these strategies. It does not deal with the other linguistic features of scientific and technical texts, or the stylistic genres on which they are based. It focuses on finding out the frequency of using transliteration, calque, gloss translation and communicative translation. It also provides a rationale beyond the frequent use of the frequently used strategy in translating the two magazines.
2. What are the factors which play role in the choice of these strategies? The study aims at setting criteria for the translation of scientific terms.
Literature Review 4.
There are many different translation strategies, most of which are based on equivalence. The concept of equivalence is a central and controversial issue in translation. It has been studied by various theorists (cf. Jakobson 1959 , Catford 1965 , House 1977 , Nida and Taber 1982 , Newmark 1988 , Vinay and Darbelnet 1995 and Baker 1992 . Since the introduction of semantic and communicative translation theories by Newmark (1988; 1991) , there have been various studies on them. Some studies compare them; others analyze them in some specific literature texts or in the translation of news reports.
Scientific translation has been discussed by many scholars. Gerzymisch-Arbogast (1993) explains translation problems in technical and scientific translation. Gommlich (1993) utilizes text typology in scientific and technical translation. Franco Aixela (2004) surveys the history of technical and scientific translation. Few studies deal with how scientific terms are translated into Arabic. El-Shami (2010) discusses the translation of prefixes and suffixes in the scientific terms. El-Khoury (2010) examines the translation of medical terms into Arabic.
Data Collection and Methodology
5.
Data in the study are scientific terms collected from the translated Arabic version of the famous Scientific American (Arabic Edition) and Nature (Arabic Edition). I depended on a descriptive analytic method: I have gone through the two magazines in the period from 1993 to 2016. Three hundred scientific terms have been chosen from each magazine. I selected scientific terms from miscellaneous fields, including astronomy, physics, computer studies, medicine … etc. The criteria of choice are based on the following aspects:
1. Term recentness 2. Clarity of the term To achieve a level of accuracy, a rich variety of techniques have been used, from manual search to dictionarybased methods. I collected manually the scientific terms. To restrict choices and identify the exact meanings of the English scientific terms I used Oxford Dictionary of Science to find out meanings. Then, I classified the terms into four categories:
1. Semantic translation at the phonetic level (transliteration) 2. Semantic translation based on morphological processes such as suffixation, derivation and reduplication (calque) 3. Semantic translation based on lexical equivalence (gloss translation) 4. Communicative Translation A sample of data is provided in the appendix of the study for further investigation.
Theoretical Framework 6.
Nature of Scientific Texts
Scientific texts have some distinctive characteristics. The use of terms, objectivity, and accuracy are the most important ones. Scientific texts have common features such as:
• Simple structure and sentence ordering • Explicitness • Objectiveness • Impersonality Lee-Jahnke (1998:83-84) shows how to render scientific and technical texts. First, translators should have scientific knowledge. The challenges for the scientific translator are to be able to research subjects and to have scientific knowledge in a particular field. Moreover, translation of science poses a huge linguistic challenge. The key feature of scientific texts is terminology which is considered a key principle in scientific knowledge. Terminology and science have been interwoven for a long period of time. The relation between terminology and science is even more strongly understood by seeing an intrinsic dependency of the development of language and the development of science. Gerhard and Wright (2001) designated a handbook to meet the practical needs of terminologists, translators and lexicographers.
They argue that "the terminologist is usually focused on the designation of terms and has to consider various determining mechanisms such as affixation, prefixation, backformation, compounding, deprecation, borrowing and neologisation within specialist terms" (2001: 813).
Semantic Translation of Scientific Texts
The paper draws on Peter Newmark's translation theory (1988, 1991) . He distinguishes two kinds of translation; semantic translation and communicative translation. His semantic translation focuses on replicating the source text forms within the target language. It denotes formal correspondence between the source text (ST) and the target text (TT). It focuses on the phonetic, morphological and lexical structure of the text. Semantic translation is used in genres which are ST-biased. It is rendering of the contextual meaning of the ST according to the syntactic and semantic characteristics of the TT. It is similar to Nida's formal correspondence which focuses on form and content. It is author-centered, faithful, more literal and informative. Peter Newmark's semantic translation can be divided into three levels; phonetic level (transliteration), morphological level (calque) and lexical level (gloss translation).
Semantic Translation at the Phonetic Level (Transliteration):
Semantic translation at the phonetic level refers to transliteration which is a word taken from one language into another language alphabet. Transliteration is frequently used in scientific translation.. Familiar words are; 
‫ﺳﺎﺭﺱ‬
Transliteration follows the phonetic rules of the target language. Transliterated words are often naturalized to assimilate the structure of the target language. Translators introduce some phonetic and morphological changes to the foreign term (Ghazzala 1995) . Naturalization of loanwords refers to the addition of some affixes to the foreign words without changing their roots. The affixes are added to suit the nature of the Arabic language: Ghazzala (1995) is in favor of using pure Arabic terms. For example, the word ‫"ﺗﻘﻨﻴﺔ"‬ can be used to render the word "technology". According to Baker (1987) transcription and naturalization are rejected because they threaten the position of Arabic. In fact, these strategies do not explain the meaning of the words in Arabic. Notice, for example, how the following two words (ballistic and cruise) are transliterated:
Ballistic missile ‫ﺑﺎﻟﻴﺴﺘﻴﺔ‬ ‫ﺻﻮﺍﺭﻳﺦ‬ Cruise missile ‫ﻛﺮﻭﺯ‬ ‫ﺻﻮﺍﺭﻳﺦ‬ The Arabic reader may not know the meaning of ‫"ﺑﺎﻟﻴﺴﺘﻴﺔ"‬ and ‫."ﻛﺮﻭﺯ"‬ Another example is the translation " ‫ﺍﻷﻣﻦ‬ ‫"ﺍﻟﺴﻴﺒﺮﺍﻧﻰ‬ for the English phrase "cyber security". Using transliteration does not enrich Arabic vocabulary. In fact, it implies that Arab translators are not able to create new pure Arabic terms and prefer the easiest way to translate scientific terms.
Semantic Translation at the Morphological Level (Calque):
Calque or loan translation is a kind of semantic translation. This strategy renders a phrase borrowed from another language, keeping the source language structure.
Anaerobic 
Semantic Translation at the Lexical Level (Gloss Translation):
Semantic translation at the gloss level refers to lexicalizing equivalent words in the target language. Translation as per the lexicon is much more preferable in some author-oriented scientific texts. Gloss translation aims at rendering the terms and concepts into the Arabic language by translating the lexicon. It receives much acceptance in some scientific texts. 
Communicative Translation of Scientific Texts
On the contrary, communicative translation aims at influencing the reader. It is reader-centered and effect-oriented. Newmark proposes the principle of "equivalent effect". According to Newmark (1988) , it focuses on making the target language readers understand the source language author's thoughts. It is used in genres which are communicative in nature such as news report, textbooks, and public announcement. The differences between communicative and semantic translation is based on their different emphasis. In semantic translation, the focus is on the original's formal properties. However, communicative translation does not adhere to the source language text. Then, it attempts to eliminate any exoticism and to look natural; smooth translation. While communicative translation attempts to produce on its readers an effect close to that of the original, semantic translation aims to render the semantic and syntactic structures of the original (Newmark 1991: 11) . 
Analysis
7.
This section deals with examples from the two English-Arabic translated scientific magazines. First, statistical data are offered to point out the frequency of the translation strategies used by the two magazines. With regard to readership, if priority is given to audience, communicative translation is used; if priority is given to author, semantic translation is used. The function of the text is also important. Scientific texts have informative function. The study stresses that the communicative value of the text is important to determine the translation strategy. As for text type, Newmark (1988:40) proposes three text types: namely, expressive texts, informative texts and vocative texts. According to Newmark, communicative translation is preferred in scientific texts because they are informative (cf. Newmark 1988 Newmark , 1991 . He views communicative translation as smother and simply clearer, while semantic translation is viewed as awkward, more detailed and more concentrated.
It has been noticed that many English scientific terms have become loan words in Arabic under the umbrella of borrowing. The present situation can be justified by two reasons:
1-The huge flux of information in the age of globalization helps transfer of terminology. Cronin (2003) explains that translators, like everybody else, are susceptible to the influence of globalization. Since globalization cancelled space, it seems to be synonymous with instantaneous communication. This impact is especially on non-literary texts or scientific texts. Globalization has imposed the rapid flow of scientific and technological terms. This situation has been encountered by a blurred vision in Arabic scientific translation: there is no unified strategy in translating scientific terms and excessive dependence on transliteration or lexical borrowing.
In the global age the Arab world is not scientifically and technologically advanced. Therefore, the developed countries are scientifically dominant and their global language, English, is also dominant. Transliteration or lexical borrowing in the age of globalization is one-way process which takes place from the culturally-dominant language to the borrowing languages. Cronin also raises the issue of why nations need translation. He points to the danger of 'foreignizing' translation strategy advocated by those like Schleiermacher. The situation is beneficial for the global language which retains most of the scientific terms. He recommends facing the challenge of foreign terms in translation and inventing equivalent terms in national languages to expand its lexical base. 2-Transliteration is easier than gloss translation or communicative translation. It is quite clear in the analysis that the strategies used in translating scientific terms have more than one option. The main finding of the study is that semantic translation is more used in the two magazines. While Nature (Arabic Edition) opts for gloss translation, Scientific American (Arabic Edition) favors a combination of semantic and communicative translation.
Conclusion
8.
The study surveys the two kinds of translation proposed by Peter Newmark; i.e. semantic and communicative translation and their use in the translation of scientific texts. It concludes that Scientific American (Arabic Edition) uses semantic translation, communicative translation and a combination of the two methods. However, Nature (Arabic Edition) depends heavily on gloss translation. The study is in favor of using gloss translation to enrich Arabic repertoire and using communicative translation in case the scientific term needs clarification.
The study argues for the option of gloss translation that typifies semantic equivalence or formal equivalence, where form and content are reproduced as faithfully as possible to address the specialized reader. In fact, as prescribed by Newmark, communicative translation is suitable for scientific texts. The study is in favor of using both strategies to address both the general and specialized reader. This solution has been adopted by Scientific American (Arabic Edition). 
